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the Reu. Bnrbnra Wells ten Hozte

Worship is a r,vay for us to enter into a profound relationship lt ith each other, the holv, by
whatever name we call it, and ourselr,,es.

r

The origin of the word "worship" comes from the Old Englishweorthscippen, meaning to
ascribe worth to something, to shape things of worth. "We worship,

therl whenever we

ascribe worth to some value, idea, object, persorl experience, attifude, or activity -- or

whenever we give form or shape to that which we have already found to be of worth."
(From Worship Web at ULIA.org.)
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How each of us worships individually might best be called our spiritual practice.

i

"When we gather together for worship, we are making the assumption that we can create
some kind of common experience." (From Worship Web at UUA.org.) It is in our nature to

want to create rifuals that bring us together in order to understand that which is most

important in life.

t

Protestant worship services fumed away from ritual toward a more educational approach.

Church services were designed to teach. The "thing of worth" to be shaped in Protestant

worship was the word --of God, the Bible, and the preacher.
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Our religious services toda-v reflect this emphasis on the word. We are called, lto\t et,er, to
create worship experiences that offer more than just education. Worship can also be, among

other things, spiritual, transformational and community, building.

Notes:
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rN THE WonsHIp ExpuRlErucE?

by the Rev. Dr. Barbara Wells ten Hove
Quality worship can be led by lay or clergy, can be formal or informal, and full of ritual or
quite flexible.

a

Quality worship needs intention, authenticity, and skill.
Intentionality is one of the most important elements in quality worship experiences. When
we act with intention, we recognize that the act has significance and meaning.

a

Quality worship requires that leaders know who they are and what they are doing.

o

Worship is an ancient and noble way for human beings to understand themselves in the
context of the mystery of life and death. There is no place for phoniness in the worship
service. The most important tool we b.i.g to our work is ourselves.

o

Good worship skills include L.a clear and concise writing ability,2. a lively speaking style,
and, for lack of a better term, 3. a good sense of facilitation.

o

Worship leaders who aspire to quality must leam to write in a way that people can
understand. People respond best to stories and anecdotes.. Keep your worship language
simple and personal.
Worship leaders who aspire to quality must develop the ability to convey ideas verbally.
The spoken word can hold the listener enthralled i{ the speaker leams to use the language as
a tool as much for beauty and passion as for communication.
The ability to facilitate the worship experience well can make or break the quality of the
service. Effective facilitators of worship have a good sense of flow and movement. They pay

attention to what is happening. One term that may be helpful is to imagine yourself as the
"God of the Gaps." Quality worship only appears seamless. Good worship leaders are
stitching up those seams all the time.
Powerful and meaningful worship is far more likely to happen when the leaders of the
service have been well trained, have paid attention to the essential elements of ,the service,
and worked together to create something that has depth and significance.
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Music in Worship
Music has played a role in ritual and worship throughout history. Humans seem hard-wired to find
emotional and spiritual power in organized sound. We use music in worship because it works
Music in worship needs to be as high quality as the sermon but it doesn't need to be perfect. lt does need
to work with the setting and the seraice.

How we use music in worship is changing. Statistics show that growing churches use music
creatively. Here are some suggestions:

1. Teach and lead hymns: Most people can't read music.

Choosing hymns only for their
words can lead to a deadened experience as few people sing. Pick at least one hymn or
song each week that people can learn without hymnals. Teach it well (get a good singer
to line it out and have the congregation sing it back). Project words on a screen. Have the
choir teach the hymn first. Pick a "hymn of the month" and sing it weekly so people can
leam it.

2.

Choose hymns and anthems that address the theme of the service. Place a hymn
haUway through the sermon to keep people interested. Use the hymn or anthem as
"text" and refer to it in your sermon or other parts of the service.

3.

Use music to hold the mood. Ask your pianist or organist to play "traveling music"
when you need to gather children for a story, bring the choir on the chancel or prepare
for a ritual (such as a New Member Welcome).

4.

Use music underneath words to create a powerfu[ feeling. Readings, prayers, even the
sermon can be enhanced with a musical underpinning or response.

5.

Use instruments other than the piano and organ. Guitar accompaniment works well
with hymns. Drums are powerful instruments of worship - use them with hymns, to
accent words, or to emphasize silence. Flutes, saxophones, violins, even trombones can
find a place in your service.

6.

Encourage collaboration between musicians and service leaders. Plan ahead!
Bv l'he Iicr,. Dr. Barbara Wells ten Hove
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LEARNING TO USE YOUR OWN VOICE IN WORSHIP: AN EXERCISE
Imagine: You are the worship leader for the next Sunday's service.
In that role, you are given the opportunity to write a worship element.
Please choose one of the three element options below and write a first draft.
You may choose for your service one of these three themes: Music,

Religious Education or Unitarian Universalist History.
DO NOT expect perfection in 20 minutes!
DO try to use your own language and experience.

written section should be no more than five sentences.
Write on the back of this sheet, as necessary. Have fun!
Each

Call to Worship: Use this worship element to introduce the theme and
invite people into worship.

Chalice Lighting Dedication: Use this worship element to highlight how
important the theme you choose is to our faith. End this piece by saying, "I
dedicate the lighting of our chalice to...

Introduction to the Offering: Introduce the offering by referencing the
theme and tying it to the "ask.

Creating Quality Worship in
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How to Tips for Speaking at Church
Preparation: lf you are going to be speaking to the congregntion, plan ahead!

o

Write out what you are going to say even if you plan to ad lib. It helps
you think through what you intend to say.

o Practice what you have written a few times. Time it! If it's too long or
too short, modify. One page double-spaced is generally about two
minutes long.

o Come to church with your notes or text in an easy to read format.
Double space your writing, use a readable font choose a text size that
works for you Q,apt or larger) and leave a significant margin at the
bottom (no less than two inches.) This enables you to look up more
when you're speaking.

o Mark your text as necessary to keep yourself focused. Underline

or

highlight difficult words, phrases or transitions.

o Remember

you represent your church and your faith when you speak
from the pulpit. Wear appropriate clothing, shoes and jewelry.

Once at Church

.

.Plan to arrive early. Check in with the worship leader or the minister.
Check the height of the pulpit and make modifications if necessary. Do a
mic check. Find your seat and take a few minutes to relax before church
starts.

o

When it's your turn to speak, make yourself "at home" in the pulpit
before speaking. Take a moment to settle in, look at the congregation,
and make sure your notes are in front of you before you start.

Creating Quality Worship in Congregations
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o

When you speak, do so clearly and slowly. Use the microphone (some
people in the church are hard of hearing!) Project but don't shout'
Modify your tone and the speed of your presentation. Keep it
interesting!

Pull your papers (if more than one) from right to left. Don't flip them
over.
When you have finished speaking, take another moment before moving
to your chair.
Have fun!
From The Rev. Barbara Wells ten Hove
Spring, 2004

Notes:
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Hnxnour: Saurus WonsHIp AssocIATE TnarNrNc Acnruna
Wednesday Eve

7:30
7:35
7:45

Gather, get settled

8:00

What is Worship and Why do we do it? A guided conversation
Reflections on why quality matters in worship:
authenticity, attitude, attention.

8:40

Sources of worship - where do we look & on what do we draw
to do this work? Importance of using diverse resources &
learning to speak with our own voice.

8:55
9:1.0
9:25
9:30

Music and its role -a brief conversation with Music Director
Leaping into the fray -responsibilities for upcoming service.

Opening Words and Overview
Check-in: Name, what moves you most about participating in
worship, and what's important to you about being a Worship
Associate?

Saturday training brief overview

Closing and Thanks.

Saturday morning

9:30
9:50

Opening Worship & Check-in

10:05

Lessons Learned: Things I wish I knew when I became a WA!

1A:25

Consider the Practical: How to Tips,

11:00

Break for snacks

11.:20

Sharing your written statements

The Worship Associates Model- What do our WA do?

- comments and feedback

Noon

Flow and thematic consistency in worship - why it matters
12:1.5 The Arc of the church Year: Planning for falUwinter services

12:45

Closing and thanks

Creating Quality Worship in
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Below are the elements in our standard Cedars Order of Seruice that generally
belong to you, the Worship Associate (WA) on a giaen Sunday:

Wonps oF WELCoME
Fr,q.narNc

Cuaucr DrprcluoN

AND

ArrrnnaerroN

Suenrxc oF IoYS AND Sonnows
OrruruNc [OrrunroRY]
ExrrNcursHrNc

Occasionally, sections
most Sundays

will

THE CHALTcE AND

BuNuorcrroN

change or be dropped, or elements

it is this set of spoken pieces that you will

will

be added,

but on

need to prepnre.

One of the aalues of haaing a aariety of WAs is that the congregation gets to hear

dffirent

styles of leaders. Andyouhaae the opportunity

tobringyour own

authentic aoice to the worship experience. Though the elements themselaes are

similar in form each week, they become more interesting and compelling when you
put yourself into them rather than following a rote script (or merely recite the
words of others).

lt

is nlso a chance to interconnect the worship elements by

creatiaely tying them together thematically (as possible).

Use the

following descriptions to help you write your own materinl for the

elements below. Haoe fun!

Creating Quality Worship in
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These are the first words people hear on Sunday so it is critical that you bring
energy and spirit to them. For the first time this fall, WAs will do this important
piece of each service. (Trustees will now be covering other greeting and
hospitality opp ortunities. )

Your opening must be lively and relatively short! People have come to church to
worship, not to listen to announcements. It can help to remember that you are
the voice of Cedars, especially to newcomers. Here are some aspects to include

with basic examples:

o Introduce yourself and your role today.
Good morning,

o

l'm

and I serae as Worship Associate...

Welcome attendees to- Cedars, possibly with a sentence about our values and
how they relate to the service.

lILl

Church, a place where we accept people whoeaer they are
and whomeaer they loae. We're glad you chose to spend your morning with us.
Welcome to Cedars

.

Acknowledge newcomers and invite them to stand without speaking (a new
twist).

lf you are aisiting us for the first time or returning after a long absence, please
just stand n07t), as you nre comfortable. We are glnd that you are here with us
today and'look forward to haaing the opportunity to talk with you after the
seraice.

Please note this is a different process than we've used in the past. We are not
asking people to introduce themselves but simply to stand all together at the
same time. We hope this

will prove less intimidating to new people and take

less time.

o

After people stand, invite everyone to furn and greet their neighbors,
particularly those folks who stood rp. Gather people back together after
minute.

a

I hope you will continue those conaersations during our coffee time.

Creating Quality Worship in
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As people share, stand near them and be attentive to whether or not they
need support or a soft reminder to finish up. Remind them, if necessary, to
drop a stone or pour water.
Close with an inclusive gesture.

I utill now drop a final stone and pour out water for the unspoken sorrows and
joys that liae in our hearts but remain unexpressed."

.

Reflection, prayer or what we call "quietude" follows the sharing. Generally,
the minister leading the service does this. However, with alay leader or guest
speaker, it may be up to you. If so, here's how. Take a moment to invite
people into a time of prayer or quiet, then lead a brief prayer or allow the
quiet to fall gently on the congregation. End after 30-60 seconds usually.
Amen and Blessed Be (or) Thank you.

The ]oys and Sorrows part of our worship is beloved but it will not remain so if it
takes up too much time or becomes trivialized by focusing on insignificant
events or announcements. Your job is to keep a sense of the mood, pay attention
to the time and keep things moving. It gets easier with practice!

Occasionally we replace Joys and Sorrows with an "Embracing Ptayet" -a
prayer in which people are given the opportunity to share simultaneously (with
overlapping voices) the names of people in need of support and care. The prayer
is almost always accompanied by music. (Chris is very adept at this.) Though
this is currently only done by Rev. Barbara, it is something WAs may wish to
have in their repertoire.
'-"'-_---l

FFERTNG

[orFEnrOnv]i

The offering is a chance to remind people of the importance of Cedars in their
lives and the ways we are able to support it through our gifts. Prepare a brief
statement (no more than 45 seconds to a minute) that either continues to reflect
the theme or speaks to the meaning of Cedars. Appropriate humor is welcome.

Creating Quality Worship in Congregations
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Then invite the ushers forward, acknowledging the Neighborhood Team (whose
name is almost always printed in the Bulletin). Chris will begin the offertory
(which is the music accompanying the Offering) while the ushers pass the
baskets.
Stand by the altar table and when the music is finished, the ushers will come
forward to give the plates to you. Say something in gratitude and place the
baskets on the table.
Once a month, we have a special collection for a cause (in lieu of our usual
offering). On this Sunday, there may be someone else (often from the Social

Action Committee) who will do the "ask." If

so,

it is your job to briefly introduce

them.

If you are doing the special collection, you will need to prepare in advance based
on materials given to you by the SAC. This may be slightly longer than the
regular offering statement but no more than 2 minutes. There will often be a
related announcement in the Bulletin that you can point to by its number
(usually #1).

Itf,I,[._"jqgl-9it1E-C]r+r.rll,pppN!;rc'io]
After the Closing Words, you lead the congregation in saying the words to
extinguish the chalice. Though these are printed in the OOS, please try to
memorize them! They are not long and it makes for a better experience for
everyone.

Cenerally, you invite people to stand and hold hands for this unless they are
already standing. Please read the words in three even sections rather than six
phrases. After completing the words, extinguish the flame while the
speaker/minister says a very short benediction.

Creating Quality Worship in Congregations 17
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THr IUponTANCE or Frow IN THE Wonsurc ExpgRIENCE
by the Rev. Barbara Wells ten Hove
8.05

r

Every congregation will evolve its olr,rr order of worship, one that works within its
particular setting.

r

Good "flow" emerges when all the service elements collaborate to creatively and powerfully
express the theme of the day. Building an effective flou,makes this both possible and
probable.

r

UU minister Tom Owen-Towle, in his book, Loae Meets the Drngons (Sunlnk Publications),
w,rites:
Religious leaders nre " aaid belieaers in the liberating effects

o.f

order. . . (S)tructure, when

sensitiuehl conceiued nnd executed, awnkens ruenning. Frnmework giztes birth to

flexibility."
Taking the time to carefully imagine and prepare an Order of Worship is critical for the
creation of quality r,t,orship.

o

What should that order be? Some have turned to the work of Von Ogden Vogt, a visionary
Unitarian of the early 20t1' century who brought an aesthetic and dramatic sense to the
u,orship he led. Vogt expressed this theory as a five-act drama:
Act 1. ArrnNnoN/VlsroN
We stnte nnd n-ffirm our idenls and aspirations.

Act 2. HUMITITY
We nre humbled bt1 the renlization thnt we fnll short of our ideals.

Act 3.

ExertltIolq
We regnin our strength,.feel empowered, nnd giue thanks.

Act 4. ItruuIt,lAttoN
We consider wisdom from the past and Ttresent.

Act 5. DEDICATION
We renffirm our idenls, resolue to act responsibly.

(From UUA.org, Worship Web)

I

Owen-Towle takes Vogt's general ideas and gives them more clarity.In Loae Meets the
Dragons, Tom lays out the Order of Worship used for many years at the First UU Church of
San Diego. On the next page, I have taken his outline and added suggestions about n hat
elements of a "typical" UU service might fall under each category.My comments are in

Creating Quality Worship in
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ErnurNTS AND OnpER or WonsHrp ExpurNrp
From Loae Meets the Dragons, by Tom Owen-Towle (annotatedby BarbaraW. ten Hozte)

Crxrrntxc: traveling within to a place of quiet and

depth.

People enter a quiet sanctuary while beautiful music plays. As they look at the Order of Seroice,
they read a short reflection that centers them and readies them for worship.

Arrnumc CouuuttITY:

recognizing our irrevocable bond with God, with one another, and

the entire creation.
Here would be the Call to worship, prayer, and, perhaps, sharing of some kind.

PRocrmuING HOPE: declaring the possibilities despite the limits of human existence.
This is the part of the seroice where the sermon and readings would occur.

RnruRNlNG To rHE Snnvtcr oF LIFE: committing ourselves to a more just and loving world
given the inspiration we have just experienced.
This could include the ffiring, as well as a continuation of the sermon.

SHenIuc FilowsHIP: opportunity to embrace our spiritual kin before heading home.
Sharing of joys and sorrows, passing the peace, closing words might happen here.

o

find Tom Owen-Towle's flow meaningful, my approach is different. Like
Vogt, I look at worship as something akin to a drama. But I prefer to order it in a
way that reflects (in my opinion) the many important elements of liberal worship.
Flere then, is my sense of flow in worship:
\zVhile I

rHE MooD: As people enter a few
minutes before the service, the space is
already set up to look as lovely as possible.
As the prelude begins, the beauty of the
music further touches our senses.

MovrNc Dnnprn: Readings, dance
or music further set the tone of the
worship experience. The sermon or
message is given. A children's story
can also happen during this time.

a
welcome comes from the pulpit with short
Ernnouncements (only about the life of the
church). An invitation to turn and greet
your neighbor is offered as people settle
into the worship experience
ErurnRrNc INTo woRSHrp: Meaningful
words are shared to give people a glimpse
of what is to come in the service. A hymn or
anthem is sung, also on the theme. A

SuARING AND CoMMtrurNt: The
offering is taken and joys and
sorrows are acknowledged. A
pastoral prayer or meditation could
follow this.

Srrrluc

IurnonucrloN: As latecomers

are seated,

worship leader Iights the chalice, either
with familiar words or on a related theme.
Creating Qualitv Worship in
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Ideas for Multi-Generational Worship
From philontheprairie.wordpress.com

Keep It Simple. Rev. Tamara Lebak said this best at a GA workshop a few years ago-"I would
continually ask myself: What's the $10 word for? What do I want to say, and how can I say it so
that it is relevant to everyone?" Mention SMOG (simplified measure of gobbledygook
http://www.harrymclaughlin.com/SMoc.htm.) Also, applies to music. Consider using easier
arrangements of familiar hymns. Come Sing a Song with Me: A Songbookfor All Ages.
http ://www.uuabookstore. org/productdetails. cfm?PC:894
Be Concrete. Importance of readings, meditations, stories/sermons being concrete, not abskact
(toothpaste worship rather than sermon on how we can't take back our words once they are

out).
Keep It Moving. Participation by whole the whole person and the entire congregation at
worship (calling out responses, sharing thoughts, adding objects to worship table or other
central gathering place). Also includes pacing. Run through the service at least once with
participants to avoid awkward moments.

Explain Each Part of the Service. Be attentive to transitions. "Now we're going to..." ; "this is
why we. .."; "Fot Unitarian Universalists, its important that we..." (also good for newcomers as
well). Use introduction to hymns as an example. "Now as we prepare ourselves for a moment
of silence and reflectiory let us ask the Spirit of Life to move in our hearts by singing one of the
best-loved hymns in Unitarian Universalisrn." Betu)een the Lines: Sources for Singing the Lioing
Tr adition http ://www.uuabookstore. orglproductdetails. cfm?PC:563
Keep it Short. (The sermon that is). The briefer the better when it comes to sermons. If you must
have longer elements, think in terms of chunking them/breaking into smaller segments. Think
homihl rather than sermon.

Consider How We Learn. Multiple learning styles, add visuals, connections between people,
engaging all five senses. (Review learning styles: L:rtelligences include visual-spatial, bodilykinesthetic, musicaf inter- and intrapersonal,linguistic,logical-mathematicaf naturalistic, and
spiritual.) http://www.thirteen.org/edonline/concept2class/mi/index.html
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Avoid a Need to Read. When it comes to participatioru avoid parts which require reading
ability (helpful to both oldest and youngest members of congregation plus many in between),
using litanies or call-backs instead of responsive readings and familiar songs with words which
are easily picked up. (Hymns and songs for children's and intergenerational worship as well as
junior choir use:
http://archive.uua.org helreachlfall0Uworship/recommended_giftsjor_children_and_youth.ht
ml.)
Think Layers. Offer elements with multiple levels of meaning on your theme, like the layers of
an onion which can be peeled away, adults will be able to get at the very "heart" of it while
children may only graze the surface (great example of this was worship at GA where in
between verbal presentation of variety of ways the "Golden Rule" appears in many religious
traditions was the singing of the song "Many windows, one light, many waters, one sea-all
lifted hearts are free.")
Use Different People of AII Ages. Involve people of all ages in different elements of the service:
chalice lighting, offering, etc.; consider who is seen and whose voices are heard; ways of sharing
beyond joys and concerns. A family choir is a great way to get folks of all ages in front of the
congregation.

Provide Tools for Parents. Include some reflective questions in the order of service to take
home (and perhaps time in service for parents to explain); questions for adults and for children
of varying ages, to stimulate discussion, perhaps within the context of the sermon (appeals to
the interpersonal leaming style).
Notes:
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Wnar rs QuaurY

IN THE

Wonssm ExpsnlrNcu?

by the Rev. Dr. Barbara Wells ten Hove
Quality worship can be led by lay or clergy, can be formal or informal, and full of ritual
or quite flexible.

t

Quality worship needs intentiory authenticity, and skiIl.

a

Intentionality is one of the most important elements in quality worship experiences.
When we act with intention, we recognize that the act has significance and meaning.

a

Quality worship requires that leaders know who they are and what they are doing.

I

Worship is an ancient and noble way for human beings to understand themselves in
the context of the mystery of life and death. There is no place for phoniness in the
worship service. The most important tool we bring to our work is ourselves.

a

Good worship skills include 1.a clear and concise writing abllity,2. a lively speaking
style, and, for lack of a better term,3. a good sense of facilitation.

t

Worship leaders who aspire to quality must learn to write in a way that people can
understand. People respond best to stories and anecdotes.. Keep your worship
language simple and personal.

.

Worship leaders who aspire to quality must develop the ability to convey ideas
verbally. The spoken word can hold the listener enthralled if the speaker learns to use
the language as a tool as much for beauty and passion as for communication.

a

The ability to facilitate the worship experience well can make or break the quality of
the service. Effective facilitators of worship have a good sense of flow and movement.
They pay attention to what is happening. One term that may be helpful is to imagine

yourself as the "God of the Gaps." Quality worship only appears seamless. Good
worship leaders are stitching up those seams all the time.

I

Powerful and meaningful worship is far more likely to happen when the leaders of the
service have been well kained., have paid attention to the essential elements of the
service, and worked together to create something that has depth and significance.

